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This work is dedicated, first of all, to my
partner, Kazuya Numazawa. He always keeps
my interest in photography up and makes me
keep striving for the perfect photo. He also
often makes me think of the expression “when
the going gets tough, the tough keep going.”
Without my partner it has to also be noted
that I most likely would not have climbed any
of these mountains.

Secondly, it is dedicated to my mother and
father, bless them, for tolerating and even
encouraging my photography hobby from the
time I was 12 years old.
And, finally, it is dedicated to my friends who
have encouraged me to create books of
photographs which I have taken while doing
mountain climbing.
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FOREWORD

What is the purpose of this series of books?
It is to show you, in photographs, some of the
astounding sights and scenery we have seen
while climbing the mountains included herein.
At this time we have climbed 14 of Japan’s 100
Famous Mountains. The ones we have climbed
are: 1) Mt. Daisetsu (2,290 m) (大雪山) = Mt.
Asahidake ( 旭 岳 ); 2) Mt. Chokai (2,236 m)
(鳥海山); 3) Mt. Gassan (1,984 m) (月山); 4)
Mt. Hakkoda (1,584 m) (八甲田山); 5) Mt. Zao
(1,841 m) (蔵王山); 6) Mt. Kumotori (2,017 m)
( 雲 取 山 ); 7) Mt. Kusatsu-Shirane (2,171 m)
( 草 津 白 根 山 ); 8) Mt. Shibutsu (2,228 m)
(至仏山); 9) Mt. Kiso-Komagatake (2,956 m)
(木曾駒ヶ岳); 10) Mt. Kitadake (North Peak)
(3,192 m) (北岳); 11) Mt. Mizugaki (2,230 m)
( 瑞 牆 山 ); 12) Mt. Shiroumadake (2,932 m)
(白馬岳); 13) Mt. Tateyama (3,015 m) (立山);
and 14) Mt. Yatsugatake (2,899 m) (八ヶ岳).

By the way, I (Daniel) did all of the writing
and Kazuya did a fair percentage of the
photography. So, do not be surprised from time
to time when you see references such as
“Kazuya” and “that’s me…”.

Daniel
and
Kazuya’s
“Outdoor
Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons”
includes some of the same photos as this work,
but this work may be thought of as a subset of
that work because that work includes adventures
to many mountains beyond the 14 famous
mountains which are found in this series of
books. In addition, the photos in that book
were more than 50% flower photos. This series
includes less than 1% flower photos, and only
where the flower is a part of a mountain scene.
In addition, this series includes many photos
which were not included in that work.
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1) JAPAN’S 100 FAMOUS MOUNTAINS
the list of 100 famous mountains includes those
shown below. Also shown is the Japanese
pronunciation, elevation in meters and feet, the
Japanese kanji, the Region the mountain is in
and a few a.k.a. (also known as) names.
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What are Japan’s 100 famous mountains? A
selection of famous mountains in Japan has been
compiled since the Edo period (1603 – 1867)
and the list has been revised several times since
the very first list appeared. At the current time
Hokkaido:
1. Mt. Akan (Akandake)
2. Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) a.k.a.
Mt. Daisetsu (Daisetsuzan)
3. Mt. Poroshiri (Poroshiridake)
4. Mt. Rausu (Rausudake)
5. Mt. Rishiri (Rishiridake)
6. Mt. Shari (Sharidake)
7. Mt. Tokachi (Tochidake)
8. Mt. Tomuraushi (Tomuraushiyama)
9. Mt. Yotei (Yoteizan) a.k.a.
(Mt. Shiribeshi) (Shiribeshiyama)

1,499

4,918

阿寒岳

2,290
2,052
1,660
1,721
1,545
2,077
2,141

7,513
6,734
5,446
5,646
5,069
6,814
7,024

旭岳 a.k.a. (大雪山)
幌尻岳
羅臼岳
利尻岳
斜里岳
十勝岳
トムラウシ山

1,893

6,211

羊蹄山 a.k.a. (後方羊蹄山)

Tohoku Region:
10. Mt. Adatara (Adatarayama)
11. Mt. Aizu-Komagatake (Aizukomagatake)
12. Mt. Asahi (Asahirenpou)
13. Mt. Azuma (Azumayama)
14. Mt. Bandai (Bandaisan)
15. Mt. Chōkai (Chōkaisan)
16. Mt. Gassan (Gassan)
17. Mt. Hachimantai (Hachimantai)
18. Mt. Hakkōda (Hakkōdasan)
19. Mt. Hayachine (Hayachinesan)
20. Mt. Hiuchigatake (Hiuchigatake)
21. Mt. Iide (Iiderenpou)
22. Mt. Iwaki (Iwakisan)
23. Mt. Iwate (Iwatesan)
24. Mt. Zaō (Zaōsan)

1,700
2,132
1,870
2,035
1,819
2,236
1,984
1,614
1,584
1,917
2,356
2,105
1,625
2,038
1,841

5,577
6,995
6,135
6,676
5,968
7,336
6,509
5,295
5,197
6,289
7,730
6,906
5,331
6,686
6,040

安達太良山
会津駒ケ岳
朝日連峰
吾妻山
磐梯山
鳥海山
月山
八幡平
八甲田山
早池峰山
燧ケ岳
飯豊連峰
岩木山
岩手山
蔵王山

Kanto Region:
25. Mt. Akagi (Akagiyama)
26. Mt. Asama (Asamayama)

1,828
2,568

5,997
8,425

赤城山
浅間山

1

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

7,723
7,024
7,080
6,617

四阿山
平ヶ岳
武尊山
雲取山

7,123
8,156
6,283
8,458
5,653
7,310
7,034
6,440
5,141
2,877

草津白根山
男体山
那須岳
日光白根山
両神山
至仏山
皇海山
谷川岳
丹沢山
筑波山

10,463
10,236
4,613
6,440
6,749
7,188
12,388
9,232
8,865
9,885
8,077
9,318
10,466
9,373
9,734
9,505

間ノ岳
赤石岳
天城山
雨飾山
大菩薩嶺
恵那山
富士山
五竜岳
白山
聖岳
火打山
鳳凰山
穂高岳
常念岳
甲斐駒ケ岳
笠ヶ岳

9,478
8,527
6,316

鹿島槍ヶ岳
金峰山
霧ヶ峰

9,698
10,472
8,120

木曽駒ケ岳
北岳
甲武信岳
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32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Mt. Azumaya (Azumayasan)
2,354
Mt. Hiragatake (Hiragatake)
2,141
Mt. Hotaka (Hotakayama)
2,158
Mt. Kumotori (Kumotoriyama)
2,017
Mt. Kusatsu-Shirane (Kusatsu-Shiranesan)
2,171
Mt. Nantai (Nantaisan)
2,486
Mt. Nasu (Nasudake)
1,915
Mt. Nikko-Shirane (Nikko-Shiranesan)
2,578
Mt. Ryokami (Ryoukamisan)
1,723
Mt. Shibutsu (Shibutsusan)
2,228
Mt. Sukai (Sukaisan)
2,144
Mt. Tanigawa (Tanigawadake)
1,963
Mt. Tanzawa (Tanzawasan)
1,567
Mt. Tsukuba (Tsukubasan)
877

Chubu Region:
41. Mt. Ainodake (Ainodake)
3,189
42. Mt. Akaishi (Akaishidake)
3,120
43. Mt. Amagi (Amagisan)
1,406
44. Mt. Amakazari (Amakazariyama)
1,963
45. Mt. Daibosatsu (Daibosatsurei)
2,057
46. Mt. Ena (Enasan)
2,191
47. Mt. Fuji (Fujisan)
3,776
48. Mt. Goryū (Goryūdake)
2,814
49. Mt. Hakusan (Hakusan)
2,702
50. Mt. Hijiri (Hijiridake)
3,013
51. Mt. Hiuchi (Hiuchiyama)
2,462
52. Mt. Hōō (Hōōsan)
2,840
53. Mt. Hotaka (Hotakadake)
3,190
54. Mt. Jōnen (Jōnendake)
2,857
55. Mt. Kai-Komagatake (Kaikomagatake)
2,967
56. Mt. Kasa (Kasagatake)
2,897
57. Mt. Kashima Yarigatake
(Kashimayarigatake)
2,889
58. Mt. Kinpu (Kinpusan)
2,599
59. Mt. Kirigamine (Kirigamine)
1,925
60. Mt. Kiso-Komagatake (Kisokomagatake)
2,956
61. Mt. Kitadake (Kitadake)
3,192
62. Mt. Kobushi (Kobushidake)
2,475
2

2,978
2,840
1,967
2,230
2,454
2,145
3,026
3,067
3,033
3,047
2,932
2,353
2,530
3,015
2,591
2,999

9,770
9,318
6,453
7,316
8,051
7,037
9,928
10,062
9,951
9,997
9,619
7,720
8,301
9,892
8,501
9,839

黒岳 a.k.a. (水晶岳)
黒部五郎岳
巻機山
瑞牆山
妙高山
苗場山
乗鞍岳
御嶽山
仙丈ケ岳
塩見岳
白馬岳
高妻山
蓼科山
立山
光岳
剱岳

6,572
2,864
3,141
2,924
2,444
2,926
3,180
2,899

魚沼駒ヶ岳 a.k.a. (越後駒ケ岳)
9,396
空木岳
10,305
悪沢岳
9,593
鷲羽岳
8,018
焼岳
9,600
薬師岳
10,433
槍ヶ岳
9,511
八ヶ岳

2,034

6,673

美ヶ原

1,523
1,592
1,729
1,377
1,982
924
1,700
1,791
1,936
1,915
1,756

4,997
5,223
5,673
4,518
6,503
3,031
5,577
5,876
6,352
6,283
5,761

荒島岳
阿蘇山
大山
伊吹山
石鎚山
開聞岳
霧島山
九重山
宮之浦岳
大峰山
祖母山
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63. Mt. Kuro (Kurodake) a.k.a.
(Mt. Suisho) (Suishodake)
64. Mt. Kurobe-Gorō (Kurobegorōdake)
65. Mt. Makihata (Makihatayama)
66. Mt. Mizugaki (Mizugakiyama)
67. Mt. Myoko (Myokosan)
68. Mt. Naeba (Naebasan)
69. Mt. Norikura (Norikuradake)
70. Mt. Ontake (Ontakesan)
71. Mt. Senjōgatake (Senjōgatake)
72. Mt. Shiomi (Shiomidake)
73. Mt. Shiroumadake (Shiroumadake)
74. Mt. Takatsuma (Takatsumayama)
75. Mt. Tateshina (Tateshinayama)
76. Mt. Tateyama (Tateyama)
77. Mt. Tekari (Tekaridake)
78. Mt. Tsurugi (Tsurugidake)
79. Mt. Uonuma-Komagatake a.k.a.
(Echigo-Komagatake)
2,003
80. Mt. Utsugi (Utsugidake)
81. Mt. Warusawa (Warusawadake)
82. Mt. Washiba (Washibadake)
83. Mt. Yake (Yakedake)
84. Mt. Yakushi (Yakushidake)
85. Mt. Yarigatake (Yarigatake)
86. Mt. Yatsugatake (Yatsugatake)
87. Utsukushigahara Highland
(Utsukushigahara)

Western Japan:
88. Mt. Arashima (Arashimadake)
89. Mt. Aso (Asosan)
90. Mt. Daisen (Daisen)
91. Mt. Ibuki (Ibukiyama)
92. Mt. Ishizuchi (Ishizuchisan)
93. Mt. Kaimon (Kaimondake)
94. Mt. Kirishima (Kirishimayama)
95. Mt. Kujū (Kujūsan)
96. Mt. Miya-no-ura (Miyanouradake)
97. Mt. Ōmine (Ōminesan)
98. Mt. Sobo (Sobosan)

3

99. Mt. Tsurugi (Tsurugisan)
100. The Wide Mountain of Ōdai
(Ōdaigaharayama)

1,955

6,414

剣山

1,695

5,561

大台ケ原山

The fourth mountain we’ll show you – in
this volume – is also in the Tohoku Region of
Japan and the mountain will be Mt. Hakkoda
(1,584 m = 5,197 ft) (八甲田山). The Hakkoda
Mountains are a volcanic mountain range that lie
south of Aomori City, in Aomori Prefecture
Japan. The peak name is actually Mt. Hakkoda –
Odake. Odake is the tallest peak in the Hakkoda
Range.
The fifth mountain we’ll show you – also in
this volume – is Mt. Zao (1,841 m = 6,040 ft)
(蔵王山). It is also in the Tohoku Region and
also in Yamagata Prefecture. We did not actually
make it to the summit of this mountain. We
visited it in the winter and it was very cold and
windy. We took an automobile as far as possible
and then transferred to a gondola car and went
only a little bit beyond the top of the gondola –
to about the 1,661 m (= 5,449 ft) level of the
mountain.
We do, however, have some
impressive photos from that trip.
The sixth mountain you’ll see in this series
of books will be Mt. Kumotori (2,017.7 m =
6,620 ft) (雲取山). This is in the Kanto Region
and the peak divides the prefectures of Tokyo,
Yamanashi and Saitama. Its summit is the
highest point in Tokyo.
It separates the
Okutama Mountains and the Okuchichibu
Mountains. No matter which direction you
choose to come to this mountain from, the
summit is a long hike from the nearest bus stop,
road end or train station.
The seventh mountain will be Mt. KusatsuShirane (2,171 m = 7,123 ft) (草津白根山).
This peak is also in the Kanto Region of Japan,
in Gunma Prefecture. It is called Mt. KusatsuShirane to differentiate it from Mt. NikkoShirane, which is on the opposite side of Gunma
Prefecture.
There is a beautifully colored
volcanic pond here known as Yu-gama.
Another volcanic pond close-by is Yumiike and
there is a dry crater named Karagama Crater.
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My partner and I have climbed (or in one,
case merely ascended) the 14 mountains which
are shaded, underlined and in bold text.
You’ll probably note that we have not climbed
Mt. Fuji and wonder why? The reason is simple
– too many people and not enough interesting
sights.
Using photographs and a minimum amount
of text we are telling (showing) you the stories of
climbing the 14 mountains shown above. We
started at the beginning of the 100 mountains list
and are working our way through it. That means
that the first climb we showed you, in Volume 1,
was on Hokkaido and it was a climb of Mt.
Daisetsu (2,290.9 m = 7,516 ft) (大雪山), which
is also known as Mt. Asahidake. Mt. Daisetsu is
the name of the entire mountain range, while
Mount Asahi ( 旭 岳 Asahidake) is the tallest
mountain in that mountain range and also the
tallest mountain in Hokkaido Prefecture, Japan.
It is part of the Daisetsuzan Volcanic Group and
it is located in the northern part of Daisetsuzan
National Park.
The second mountain we showed you, in
Volume 2, was in the Tohoku Region and the
mountain name was Mt. Chokai (or Choukai)
(2,236 m = 7,336 ft) (鳥海山). Mt. Chokai is
located on the southern border of Akita
Prefecture and the northern border of Yamagata
Prefecture. It is still an active volcano and it is
the second tallest mountain in the Tohoku
Region of Japan.
The third mountain (Volume 3) was also in
the Tohoku Region and it was Mt. Gassan
(1,984 m = 6,509 ft) (月山). Mt. Gassan is the
highest peak in the Dewa Sanzan trio of sacred
mountains. It lies between Mt. Chokai to the
north, and Mt. Asahi to the south, in Yamagata
Prefecture. Being a sacred mountain, it is
famous for the shrine at the summit and in the
summer you can often see large groups of whiteclothed pilgrims hiking to or from the summit.

4

The eighth mountain, also in the Kanto
Region, in Gunma Prefecture, will be Mt.
Shibutsu (2,228 m = 7,310 ft) ( 至 仏 山 ). It
separates Oze Marsh (Oze National Park) from
the remainder of Gunma Prefecture. It is an
interesting mountain composed primarily of
serpentinite. There is also a lesser peak known
as Mt. Koshibutsu (2,162 m = 7,093 ft).
The ninth mountain we’ll take you to is Mt.
Kiso-Komagatake (2,956 m = 9,698 ft) (木曾駒
ヶ岳). It can be found in Nagano Prefecture, in
the Chubu Region. It is located in Japan’s
Central Alps Mountain Range and is the highest
peak in that range.
Then we’ll very briefly take you to the tenth
of Japan’s 100 famous mountains which we have
climbed – Mt. Kitadake (North Peak) (3,193 m
= 10,476 ft) ( 北 岳 ). This is Japan’s second
highest mountain after Mt. Fuji and is known as
“the Leader of the Southern Alps”. It is in
Yamanashi Prefecture, in the Chubu Region.
Mt. Mizugaki (2,230 m = 7,317 ft) (瑞牆山)
is the eleventh mountain that will be addressed
in this series of books. It too is in the Chubu
Region. It is in Yamanashi Prefecture. It lies
across the valley from the Southern Alps, slightly
southeast of Yatsugatake and northwest of the
Daibosatsu ridgeline. Granite towers, blocks and
obelisks protrude from the summit of this
mountains. It is truly an amazing sight to see
from its lower slopes.
Then we’ll continue on to the twelfth
mountain and that is also in the Chubu Region.
It is Mt. Shiroumadake (2,932 m = 9,620 ft) (白
馬 岳 ). It is the tallest peak in the Hakuba
section of the Hida Mountains, also known as
Japan’s Northern Alps Mountain Range. It is in
Nagano Prefecture.
After that, for the thirteenth mountain, we’ll
take you to another Chubu Region mountain –
Mt. Tateyama (3,015 m = 9,892 ft) (立山). It
can be found in the southeastern portion of
Toyama Prefecture and it also is a mountain in
the Northern Alps Mountain Range, or Hida
Mountains. It is one of the tallest peaks in the
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Hida Mountains and is the highest peak in
Toyama Prefecture.
The fourteenth and final mountain we’ll
cover in this series of books is also in the Chubu
Region – Mt. Yatsugatake (Mt. Akadake – 2,899
m = 9,511 ft) (八ヶ岳). Yatsugatake means
“eight peaks” and the highest mountain in this
range is Mt. Akadake. Actually there are many
more than eight peaks, but in Japanese the kanji
character for Hachi ( 八 ) sometimes implies
“many” or “several.
According to legend, Yatsugatake was once
higher than Mount Fuji, but KonohanaSakuyahime, the goddess of Mount Fuji, tore it
down out of jealousy, leaving the collection of
peaks we have today. This could possibly be true
considering that Yatsugatake is older than Fuji
and as Fuji rose in prominence Yatsugatake
wore away.
Another version of this legend says that a
long time ago, Yatsugatake was an ordinary
mountain with only one peak, and it was as high
as or higher then Mt. Fuji. Yatsugatake’s god
and Mt. Fuji’s goddess began quarreling over
their height. Each of them insisted that he/she
was taller. The Amitabha Buddha, who was
entrusted to arbitrate the dispute, set a valley
between the tops of the two mountains and
filled it with water. The water submerged the
summit of Mt. Fuji, revealing that Yatsugatake
was indeed, taller. Mt. Fuji’s goddess, who was
unyielding, was very angry so she kept striking
Yatsugatake with a long stick until it was divided
into several peaks, all lower than Mt. Fuji. That
is why Mt. Yatsugatake now has so many peaks.
Interesting!
By the way – dake or take (岳) = peak or
high peak. Some authors prefer to leave this
term off when referring to a Japanese mountain,
for example they will refer to Mt. Kitadake as Mt.
Kita and use the argument that it is redundant to
use the –dake portion of the name. We prefer to
use the dake suffix for completeness. If one is to
be absolutely correct it should probably be called
Kita Peak, not Mt. Kita.

5
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“Mountains are the cathedrals where I practice my religion.”
― Anatoli Boukreev

“Climb the mountains and get their good tidings. Nature's peace will flow into you as sunshine
flows into trees. The winds will blow their own freshness into you, and the storms their energy,
while cares will drop away from you like the leaves of Autumn.”
― John Muir, The Mountains of California
“Chasing angels or fleeing demons, go to the mountains.”
― Jeffrey Rasley

6
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2) MT. HAKKODA

This is the 4th climb that we are showing
you in this series of books. It is a climb of Mt.
Hakkoda (1,584 m = 5,197 ft) (八 甲 田 山 ).
Mt. Hakkoda is in the Tohoku Region of
Japan and lies to the south of Aomori City in
Aomori Prefecture, Japan.
The term “Hakkoda Mountains” actually
refers to an entire volcanic range of mountains
consisting of more than a dozen
stratovolcanoes and lava domes. What is a
stratovolcano? A stratovolcano, also known as
a composite volcano, is a conical volcano built
up by many layers (strata) of hardened lava,
tephra,
pumice,
and
volcanic
ash.
Stratovolcanoes are characterized by a steep
profile and periodic explosive eruptions and

quiet eruptions, although there are some with
collapsed craters called calderas. The lava that
flows from stratovolcanoes typically cools and
hardens before spreading far due to high
viscosity.
The highest peak in the Hakkoda
Mountains is Mount Odake (大岳), which can
be climbed from Sukayu Onsen (Sukayu Hot
Spring) in about four hours or so. Heavy
snowfall makes Hakkoda a prime destination
for backcountry and mountain skiers, and
there are two mountain huts for overnight
trips. The lower slopes of the mountains are
forested, but interspersed with moorland.
Above 1,300 meters in elevation, the Alpine
climate zone starts.

7

Sukayu Onsen is one of the snowiest
inhabited places on Earth (possibly the
snowiest) with an average yearly snowfall of
17.6 m and a winter season record of 23.7 m.
It also holds the record of having the highest
snow depth recorded at a Japanese
Meteorological Association certified weather
station, of 566 cm, recorded on February 26,
2013. Despite the high snowfall, Sukayu
Onsen is accessible by road year round.
Mt Odake is not a difficult climb – at least
not during the summer, and the scenery from
the area is not especially impressive, although
it is very nice. We therefore, wondered why
this mountain, or mountain range, ended up
being on the list of Japan’s 100 Famous
Mountains.
Upon speaking with several
people, it seems that it is primarily due to an
historical accident that Mt. Hakkoda is worthy
of being designated one of the 100 Famous
Mountains. What happened here? Keep
reading to find out.
On January 23, 1902, 199 of the 210
members of the Imperial Japanese Army’s 8th
Division’s Fifth Infantry Regiment died during
a blizzard that struck while they were
attempting to cross the Hakkoda Mountains
from Aomori in a military training exercise.
The exercise was meant to gather experience
in dealing with winter weather. Japan was
preparing for a possible conflict with the
Russian Empire in Siberia and Manchuria,
which eventually was realized as the RussoJapanese War. Corporal Fusanosuke Goto
managed to get help for the struggling unit.
The entire story is recounted in “Death March
on Mount Hakkoda: A Documentary Novel” by
Japanese author Jiro Nitta. It is a semifictional account of the disaster and has been
translated into English by James Westerhoven.
It seems that two teams were formed, in a
kind of contest, and one team with a small
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number of members prepared well and all of
them survived. The second team, the 210
member group, however, got lost and only 11
of them survived.
We climbed Mt. Odake via the route
mentioned above – from Sukayu Onsen – on
August 4, 2009. We took a bus from Aomori
City to Sukayu Onsen. The trip took about 75
minutes and was uneventful. We checked in at
Sukayu Onsen and immediately noticed that it
is obviously very old. That is not to say,
though, that it was dirty, unattractive or
anything negative at all. Being old gave it a
historic feel and we were thoroughly
impressed. The bathing area is remarkably
large and it was the first hot spring we had
ever been where both sexes use the same room
and the same baths. Of course we have no
photos of the inside of the hot spring area –
that is prohibited.
After bathing and unpacking in our room
we took a short hike around the area and took
a few photos. The photo above, showing Mt.
Hakkoda (actually Mt. Odake, but from here
on through to the end we are going to refer to
Mt. Odake as Mt. Hakkoda) was taken during
that hike on August 3rd.
The facing page image is a map showing the
area. The 1) annotation indicates the bus stop
where we got off and it also indicates Sukayu
Onsen. Hot springs, or Onsen, are always
designated on Japanese maps with this symbol
or something very similar to it, and you will
note this symbol is very close to the 1)
annotation on the map.
Just above, we mentioned taking a short
hike around the area. We hiked towards the 2)
annotation on the map, and the above photo
was taken along that road. On the next few
pages we will show you more of the photos
which we took while we were doing that short
hike around the local area.

8
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Just to the right of the 2) annotation on the

Swamp. The “jigoku” prefix means “hell”, so

map you’ll note that there is some sort of a

this is Hell’s Swamp. The photo below shows

pond.

it nicely.
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That pond is called Jigokunuma

In the above photo, the portion of the

The facing page photo shows this same

mountain which you can see on the far left,

swamp, except this one was taken in portrait

pretty much hiding behind the clouds, is Mt.

mode. It shows a very nice reflection of the

Hakkoda (Mt. Odake).

mountains in the background.
10
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somewhat steamy? It is, and there is a good
reason for this. The following photo is of a sign
which sits beside this swamp and tells us why it
appears this way.
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Now you’re probably asking yourself why this
is named “Hell’s Swamp” and that shows that
you have curiosity. Have you noticed that the
atmosphere just above the water appears to be

So, the answer to your question of “why
does the atmosphere above the swamp appear
to be steamy?” is answered by the fact that this
swamp is about 90° C. Let’s go swimming –
NOT!
In this somewhat swampy area there are
many strange plants growing and flowering.
Back in the Foreword of this book we stated
that “this series includes less than 1% flower
photos, and only where the flower is a part of a
mountain scene” we feel that it is appropriate,
however, to include the following 2 photos of
Drosera rotundifolia (Sundew) a carnivorous plant.
We may also argue that these photos do not
truly show flowers, they show the leaves of this
plant. The upper surface of the leaves (actually
laminae) is densely covered with red glandular
hairs that secrete a sticky mucilaginous

substance. Insects are attracted to the laminae
due to their bright red color and glistening
drops of mucilage, which is loaded with a
sugary substance, and the insects become stuck.
The plant then uses enzymes to dissolve the
insects and extract ammonia (from proteins)
and other nutrients from their bodies. The
ammonia replaces the nitrogen that other plants
absorb from the soil. It has evolved this
carnivorous behavior in response to its habitat,
which is usually poor in nutrients or is so
acidic, nutrient availability is severely decreased.
By the way, each individual lamina is only about
12 mm (½ inch) in diameter.
In the lower composite image, in the photo
on the right you can see an insect which has
become stuck and at this point it appears that it
has been pretty much digested.

12
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The photo below shows a small pond and all of that reddish color is Sundew plants.

There is only one additional photo which we

following photo shows Mt. Hakkoda and was

want to show you from our hike around the area

taken a short distance beyond Jigokunuma Swamp

in the late afternoon of our first day here. The

along that road which you can see on the map.
14
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Now we would like to show you a photo

you can, however, find several images by using

which we took while looking out the window of

the Google search engine and searching for

the room which we stayed in at Sukayu Onsen.

images for Sukayu Onsen.

We mentioned above that this Onsen/Inn is
quite old.

The upper photo on the following page was

In fact the internet information

taken as we peered out of the window of our

indicates that it has a history dating from 1684.

room. You can see that this place looks old!

Whether this date is, in fact, accurate is

Maybe a coat of paint would help it out. The

anybody’s guess, but it cannot be denied that it

lower image on the next page shows a similar

has a long history. One feature which it has

sight but was taken from outside of the building.

always been famous for is its “Sen-nin-buro” or

All of the buildings looked quite similar. It’s

“1,000-person bath”. As stated above, we do

possible that they purposely do not paint it so as

not have any photos from inside the actual bath,

to give it the “old” atmosphere. Who knows?

15
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The photo immediately above shows Sukayu

Now let’s begin our climb of Mt. Hakkoda.

Onsen from the parking lot in front. You’ll note

The first photo, on the following page was taken

that they have at least painted the front of the

at 7:26 AM on August 4th. We cannot remember

building to make it look a bit more attractive.

from where it was taken, but we have obviously

That is the final photo of August 3rd.

arrived at a place where we have a view. The

Tomorrow we climb the mountain and then

first portion of the trail meanders through fairly

we’ll take a final bath in the hot spring and then

thick forest and you cannot see very much as

continue on to other places.

you hike along this portion of the trail.
17
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The upper photo on the facing page shows

distance between annotations 1) and 3) on the

some nice scenery. The taller mountain which

map back on page 9.

you can see somewhat to the right of center is

The lower photo was taken from the same

Mt. Iwaki (1,625 m = 5,330 ft). It is also in

location, but was zoomed in to Mt. Iwaki.

Aomori Prefecture and is also designated as one

Someday, if we live long enough, we hope to be

of Japan’s 100 Famous Mountains (see 100

able to climb several more of Japan’s 100

mountains list #22).

Famous Mountains, and this is one which we

To date we have not

climbed it. This photo was taken about ½ of the

will want to climb.

18
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water, it would probably not taste very good.

partner, at the ravine which shows up at the 3)

You’ll probably notice that you can see some

annotation on the map. The water here is not

other hikers in this photo as they hike up along

hot, but it appears that it has a high acid content

the opposite side of the stream. By the way, that

as it is rather whitish and strange looking. We

plank across the stream is the “bridge” which we

certainly would not want to attempt to drink this

must cross.
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The next photo shows a smiling Kazuya, my

The facing page photo shows this same

photo. It is to the right of center and has

ravine, but looking down rather than up.

clouds along its lower slopes.

You can once again see Mt. Iwaki in this

was taken at 8:02 AM.
20
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The following image is taken from a sign
which we came across just a moment or two after
the previous photo was shot. We did not write

the text, so please don’t blame us for the spelling
error – the word softer, of course, should not be
spelled “s-o-f-f-e-r”.

And now we’ll show you a couple of
photos that show what the above sign
photograph is speaking about. The first photo
on the following page shows an example of
the kind of vegetation which can grow here.

This (the very light green colored plant)
appears to be reindeer moss, possibly Cladonia
rangiferina. This is a very hardy species which
inhabits only the harshest of conditions and
climates.
21
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Now, immediately below, we’d like to show
you another shot which shows Mt. Iwaki. This
shot was taken at 8:18 AM and you’ll notice that
although the weather is not bad, that it is not
sunny either. The valley down there is under a
sea of clouds and those people are not enjoying
any blue sky at all. We’re fortunate that we have
some up here.

Now we are kind of hanging out in that
marshy valley around the 4) annotation on the
map. The next few photos were all taken from
that area. The first photo on the following
page, taken at 8:32 AM, shows where we are
going – that is Mt. Hakkoda, or to be more
precise, Mt. Odake. Note that we are seeing
primarily blue sky above. Let’s hope that the

weather remains the same for the remainder of
our climb.
The lower photo on the following page was
taken looking to the south from the 4)
annotation on the map, more or less towards
that mountain hut with a WC which you can
see on the map (but not in the photo).
Everything is so amazingly green!
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The lower photo on the facing page shows
the small stream that flows from this area. You
will note that the rocks have all turned white and
that the water is fairly milky colored. It was also
warm to the feel and we were very sure that we
would not want to drink this water. This area is
just about precisely at the 4) annotation on the
map on page 9.

23
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The photo on the next page shows Mt.

In the photo immediately above you can see

that what that sign said is very true – there is not

Hakkoda directly in front of us.

very much growing here. You may also note that

standing on the boardwalk trail which goes

directly in front of us there is a patch of plants

towards the south from the 4) annotation. The

which are reddish, more Sundew plants were also

person kneeling down is Kazuya. He is taking a

growing here. That mountain directly ahead is

photograph of some tiny flower. This is actually

most likely the 1478 meter peak which you can

a position we spend a good deal of our

see on the map if you follow the trail from the 4)

mountain climbing hours in because we are

annotation to the east. This photo was taken

always taking photos of the tiny plants and

from the trail which goes to the south from the

flowers. We do not see many people who notice

4) annotation towards that hut and WC.

the tiny things, but we do.
25
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Let’s finish up in this small area and continue

notice that there are not many trees anymore –

our climb to the summit. The facing page photo

we are not totally above the tree line, but we are

was taken from the curving portion of the trail

getting close. Please note all of the tiny flowers

to the north of the 4) annotation on the map

which are visible here too. We’ll be stopping to

(page 9) and it shows Mt. Hakkoda ahead of us

take photos several times between here and the

and a bit to the right of center. You’ll probably

summit. This photo was taken at 9:06 AM.

26
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around the hut so that you won’t have to search

The next photo was probably taken from

for it.

about the one-half way point between the 4)
annotation and the summit of the mountain. It

In the lower photo on the next page you can

was taken looking back down on the marsh area

also see the small pond which is to the

at the 4) annotation – the area indicated by the

southwest of the 4) annotation on the map. In

sign shown on page 21. In this photo you can

addition, you can once again see the hut which is

see the main boardwalk, the trail and also the

shown in the upper photo, but it is at the very

boardwalk which goes to the south – to the hut

left edge of the photo. This photo shows such a

and WC which you can see on the map. To

variety of green hues. Oh, and what’s happening

make it easy for you, we have made a mark

with the weather?
27
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that it just had to be included. It was taken as
we neared the upper limit of trees (tree line). It
was not very tall, so as we climbed between the
4) and 5) annotations on the map (page 9), the
climb was steep enough so that after just a few
steps we were level with the upper branches of
this tree.

This photo immediately above shows the
Sukayu Onsen area from somewhere between
the 4) and 5) annotations on the map. We were
rather surprised to come to a spot where we

could see it so very clearly. This photo is, of
course, zoomed in quite a bit to make it appear
so prominently, we were a lot farther away than
this photo would seem to indicate.
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On the previous page is a photo of an Abies
mariesii f. hayachinensis – a Maries’ Fir, sometimes
referred to as Sakhalin Fir. It is named after the
English plant collector Charles Maries (18511902), who introduced the species to Britain in
1879. This true fir was quite common on Mt.
Hakkoda. This is such an interesting photo

30

annotations, in other words, just to the right of
the 5) annotation. You can see people climbing
above us. Note what’s happening to the weather
above us! What’s it going to change into?
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In this photo we are getting quite close to the
summit of Mt. Hakkoda. The time is 9:55 AM
and we are quiet close to the left pointing arrow
in the  0:50 on the map, between the 4) and 5)

31

The following photo, taken at 10:09 AM,
shows that we have achieved the summit of the
mountain. This sign says, in Japanese, that this
is the “Hakkoda Odake-san summit” and that
the elevation is 1,584.6 meters. Note the people
eating their snack, or possibly lunch. If you
study their clothing closely enough you can
identify them as the same people who we saw in
the upper photo on the previous page.

The upper photo on the facing page once
again shows the summit sign and that person in
this photo is me. The time now is 10:40 AM
and we are packing our bags to continue on after
having finished our mid-morning energy snack.
We noticed a lot of dragonflies hanging
about the area, flying here and there – you can
see several of them in the first photo on the

facing page. Then, after just a moment the
number of them increased dramatically and the
sky became filled with them, as you can see in
the lower photo on the facing page. We referred
to this as the “Dragonfly Horror Movie”. Of
course they did not attack us or anything, but it
gave us a weird feeling to see more of them
flying around than we had ever seen in our lives.
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The lower photo on the previous page was
taken at just about precisely the same spot as
the one above it, but it was taken looking
towards that small pond right at the tip of the
left pointing arrow in the  0:50 on the map
(page 9), between the 4) and 5) annotations. It
certainly appears that there is no water in that
pond at this time. We wondered how often it
even does have water in it.

32
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The upper photo on the facing page was
taken at 10:53 AM from just a short distance
south of the 6) annotation on the map (page
9). In this photo you can see the hut that
shows on the map to the east of the 6)

annotation. The mountain which you see
behind the hut is Mt. Idodake (井戸岳) and
although not given, it is 1,537 m (5,043 ft).
You’ll also notice a small pond which does not
appear on the map.
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The lower photo on the facing page
shows this same general area, but is
zoomed in a bit more so that the pond
shows up better. Also, in that photo you
should note that you can see a series of
steps which a person can use to attain the
summit of Mt. Idodake. A portion of that
photo has been cropped out and is
included to the right. In this portion of the
previous photo you can see people striving
for the summit of Mt. Idodake.
We did not have a lot of time in our
schedule for this particular climb,
otherwise we might have decided to
summit additional mountains in this area,
including Mt. Idodake. This was our
vacation in 2009 and if you’ve read other
volumes in this series of books you may
remember from Volume 1 that we went to
Hokkaido Prefecture, on the Island of
Hokkaido, and climbed in the Mt. Daisetsu
area on August 9th – a mere 5 days after we
were climbing here at Hakkoda.
The upper photo on the next page
shows that the skies have once again
become beautifully blue as we gradually
descend between the 6) and 7) annotations
on the map. The sun really brings out the
beautiful green colors in this area.
The lower photo on the following
page shows that we have now entered the
marshy area just to the west of the 7)
annotation on the map and are hiking on
a boardwalk.
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cross this area and the clouds are reflected nicely

several ponds in the marshy area between the 7)

in the pond. In the area behind and to the left

and 8) annotations on the map (page 9). The

of the pond you will probably note an

sun is continuing to shine quite brightly as we

abundance of yellow flowers.
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The photo just below shows one of the

The photo on the next page is zoomed in

referred to just above. Such incredible beauty

to that area of yellow flowers which we

is not often found.
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Now, right at the 8) annotation on the map

erosion gully.

You’ll also note that the trail

you’ll notice that the going gets rather steep, at

going through the next marshy area – to the

least steeper than it has been. The upper facing

west of the 8) annotation on the map, is again a

page photo shows that the trail descends this

boardwalk. Note all of the small ponds in this

area as steps.

area.

This is to protect this fragile

environment from the damage which would

The lower facing page photo was taken just a

occur if people slipped and slid down this

moment later and is zoomed in somewhat so

portion of this semi-wet trail. Without the steps

that the number of ponds in this area is easily

the trail would soon become a washed out

visible. Such amazing greenery!
38
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The photo just above is zoomed in to the

We ended up arriving back at Sukayu Onsen

ponds even more than the previous one was and

at about 1:30 PM, relaxed for a while and drank

in this photo you can again notice that the

several cold refreshing drinks, bathed in the hot

marshland is yellow with marsh flowers.

spring one final time, relaxed some more and

That is the final photo which we wish to

then took a bus at about 4:58 PM bound for

show you from our adventure on Mt. Hakkoda.

Aomori train station, arrived there at about 6:10

We hope that, despite the brevity of our

PM, found a place to eat dinner and then took a

adventure here, that you enjoyed hiking with us

night train bound for Sapporo, Hokkaido at

and seeing some of the sights and scenery which

10:42 PM.

we saw as much as we enjoyed sharing the

Now, please continue on to read about our

adventure with you.

experiences on Mt. Zao.
40
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3) MT. ZAO

This is the 5th mountain that we are showing
you in this series of books. It is Mt. Zao
(1,840.5 m = 6,038 ft) (蔵王山). Mt. Zao is in
the Tohoku Region of Japan and its summit
marks one point on the eastern boundary of
Yamagata Prefecture and one point on the
western boundary of Miyagi Prefecture, Japan.
Mt. Zao is a complex volcano and consists of
a cluster of stratovolcanoes. It is the most active
volcano in northern Honshu. The central
volcano of the group includes several lava
domes and a tuff cone, Goshiki-dake (五色岳)
(Five Color Peak), which contains a caldera with

a crater lake called Okama (御釜). This crater
lake is, not too surprisingly, called “Five Color
Pond” (五色沼, Goshiki-numa). The reason for
this is because it is said to change through 5
colors depending on the weather, the season and
even the time of day. This pond is about 360 m
in diameter, 60 m deep, and has a pH of about 3.
The Goshiki-gawa (River) carries the acidic
Okama waters downstream.
Okama is
designated with the 4] annotation on the map,
which you will find on the following page. We
will be referring to this map several times as we
proceed with our story.
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You should specifically note that in the first

line at Zao Spa (the 1] annotation on the map).

line of this chapter we did NOT say “this is the

This Spa, Onsen or Hot Spring is located in the

th

Takayu explosion crater. It is very famous for

of books.” Why? Because although we have

its natural hot water springs, which run through

been on this mountain 3 times, we have never

this entire small town and enter the baths of its

actually “climbed” it nor ever actually achieved

many tourist hotels. The spa waters are hot

the summit. The first time we were on Mt. Zao

(about 40°C) and acidic (pH 1), giving the air a

was on January 1, 2006. Kazuya’s father took us

distinct smell of sulfur, but these waters contain

to the end of the road in his automobile and

many elements essential for an invigorating soak.

from the parking lots there we ascended to the

We visited 2 different hot springs on that

top of a series of 2 ropeways – from the 1]

afternoon – a large outdoor one and a smaller

annotation to the 2] annotation and then from

indoor one – and soaked our bodies after having

there to the 3] annotation on the map. The

climbed both Mt. Gassan and Mt. Chokai

second ropeway takes one to an elevation of

(Choukai) during the previous few days.
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5 ‘climb’ that we are showing you in this series

about 1,703 meters (5,587 ft). The weather was

Since this small town is situated on the side

extremely cold and very windy, although sunny

of Mt. Zao everything is either uphill or

and bright. We hiked a short distance up from

downhill from where one departs the bus station,

the top of the ropeway and took several photos

so if you ever visit this area do not be surprised

of the “snow monsters” ( 樹 氷 Juhyou in

that it looks like it could be some small

Japanese) similar to the photo shown above and

European Alps mountain town.
The upper photo on the following page was

then went back down.

Our second visit to Mt. Zao was on May 4,

taken as we ascended via the ropeway on January

2008. Again, Kazuya’s father took us, in his car,

1, 2006 – it shows a beautiful mostly blue sky

up to the end of the road which heads towards

and snow covered mountains.

the Okama Caldera Lake – the 4] annotation on

The lower photo on the next page shows our

the map. From the parking lot at the end of the

first sighting (from the window of the ropeway

road we took a chair lift (the 5] annotation on

car) of the famous “snow monsters” or Juhyou

the map) as high as possible and then hiked

(樹氷) which everybody wants to see when they

from there to the caldera overlook area, took

go to Mt. Zao in the winter. We were told that

several photos and again headed down.

we were quite fortunate because they are

Our third and final visit (so far) to Mt. Zao

generally not quite so incredible this early in the

was on August 12, 2011 when we took a city bus

season.

from Yamagata City up to the end of the bus

window of the ropeway car, we did not do it.)
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(Sorry for the smudge on the glass
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This photo was also taken as we ascended via
the ropeway.
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Just below is another shot showing “snow
monsters” as well as background mountains.

Now, on the following two pages we’re going
to show you two portrait-mode photos. The
second photo is zoomed in to approximately the

outlined area of the first photo. Of course you
will notice some skiers in the upper left area of
the first photo.
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Are those 2 previous photos just amazing?

taken on this adventure will show snow

We hope that you agree with us and say “they

and/or snow monsters, so if you are already

certainly are.”

tired of them, then you may be pleased to

This following photo shows yet more

know that there are only a few more which we
want to show you.
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“snow monsters” – in fact, all of these photos

The following 2 photos were still taken

obvious. This is now the second ropeway, so

while we were ascending via the ropeway. The

we are approaching the top and will be there

second following photo makes this very

very soon.
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there, some of them would strike the trees with
their ski poles or something and destroy the
delicate beauty.
The following photo shows just a few “snow
monsters” and a few clouds. The “snow
monsters” are BIG ones though! The beauty is
impossible to describe.

The next photo again shows just a few “snow
monsters” and also the sun. Several of these
photos were taken under this type of “in your

eyes” lighting. This type of lighting makes it so
very difficult to get good exposure. Considering
this, we were quite pleased with our results.
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The photo on the facing page was taken after
we reached the top, got out of the ropeway car
and were walking around taking photos of the
amazing “snow monsters”. Along the rope
every 50 meters or so there is a sign that tells
people that entry to the area behind the rope is
prohibited. Surely if people were to walk back
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The photo on the facing page shows me

collects on the tree branches and then on itself.

standing in front of a single large “snow

It just keeps accumulating until it reaches

monster”, once again with the difficult lighting

proportions that are unimaginable.

conditions mentioned just above. You may be

mind that this is still early in the season.

Keep in

asking what makes these incredible rime,

During “snow monster” season this area is

hoarfrost, snow and ice accumulations. Well,

also open at night and illuminated with various

the answer is that the moist air coming up the

colors of lights. We did not see it under such

side of the mountain from the lakes and the

conditions, but you can find photos on the

Pacific Ocean, which is only about 45 kilometers

internet which were taken by the nighttime

(27 miles) to the east, hits this cold air and has to

illumination. In our opinion it looks gross –

lose its moisture content, so as the wind blows

weird shades of red, blue and green, it doesn’t

over, through and around the trees the moisture

look natural at all.
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This is the final photo from this adventure. It was taken as we
descended via the ropeway from the 2) annotation to the 1)
annotation on the map. The interesting thing here is the tracks
in the snow. Kazuya printed this photo and sent it out as a late
New Year’s card to his young nieces and nephews with the
caption:
“Who left these tracks?
**** It has long ears…”
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map. From the parking lot at the end of the
road we took a chair lift (the 5] annotation on
the map) as high as possible and then hiked
from there to the caldera overlook area, took
several photos and again headed down.
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You may recall that we stated above: our
second visit to Mt. Zao was on May 4, 2008.
Again, Kazuya’s father took us in his car up to
the end of the road which heads towards the
Okama Caldera Lake – the 4] annotation on the

This first photo of our May 4 adventure, just
above, shows me riding the lift (the 5]
annotation on the map). You can see that this is
a pretty popular area to visit as every chair on
the lift has a passenger on it. This photo was
taken, of course, looking up the mountain. The

following photo, which shows Kazuya on one of
the chairs, was taken looking down the
mountain. You can see that there is a large
parking area at the end of the road. You’ll also
note that there is a good deal of snow remaining
here on the 8th of May.
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The photo on the facing page was also taken

old abandoned lift. Too bad that they don’t

as we ascended on the lift. We were getting up

disassemble it and recycle all of that metal and

near the terminus at this point and you will note

wire rope. We often see such disregard for the

that there is quite a lot of snow up here. You

environment and such lack of recycling in our

may also note that you can see another lift of

climbing of mountains. Is it uneconomical or

some kind in this photo. This appeared to be an

just the easy way out?
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After we arrived at the top of the lift, as
you can see on the map, we had to hike for a
short distance to arrive at the first place where
we could see the actual crater lake. You may
recall that the name of it is Okama (御釜) and
that it is also called the “Five Color Pond”
(五色沼, Goshiki-numa) because, if you recall,
it is said to change through 5 colors depending
on the weather, the season and even the time
of day.

Goshiki-dake (五色岳) (Five Color Peak), is
the name of the peak which contains the caldera
with the crater lake. The next photo was taken
as we neared what we assumed would be an
overlook from which we could see the crater
lake. Why else would they have a fence there
and why else would so many people be leaning
on the fence and peering down? Note the
beautiful colors in and on the mountain. Is that
Goshiki-dake? One would have to assume so.
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The photo just above shows the area to the

notice not only the people possibly wandering

right of the panoramic image on page 58. You

into dangerous territory, but also the amazing

will note that the fence ends before this point

colors and the lines and of course that most

and that some people are wandering around –

amazing scree slope in the right portion of the

possibly into areas where they should not be

photo. Have you ever had the opportunity to

for their own safety.

glissade down a scree slope? This one would

The following photo is zoomed in to show

probably be too steep to be able to do it with

very close to the area which is embossed in the

any margin of safety at all, but it could be

previous photo.

quite exciting.

In this photo you should
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imately the area where those people are
walking towards in the 2nd and 3rd photos
above, which ended up being a trail with all of
the snow removed from it and leading to
where the rightmost person is standing in the
photo on page 59 – the person with the black
shirt if you want to go back and look.

Now we’re going to show you 4 photos
which will be positioned so that you’ll have to
turn the book to the right to view them. They
are all most amazing views of Okama Caldera

Crater Lake and they are all different enough
from each other so that we wanted to show
you all 4 of them. Okay, are you ready to turn
the page?
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The previous photo shows some amazing
snow which is melting and creating some
interesting shapes and holes. Why is it melting
like that? Kind of like some areas are just
sinkholes or something along that line.
And here is our first sighting of the Okama
Caldera Lake! This was taken from approx-
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We hope that those 4 photos were different

may be Goshiki-dake. You’ll notice that it has

enough so that you could enjoy them.

become 100% cloudy over in that direction.
We wondered how much more brilliantly the

Caldera Crater Lake’s opposite side – that

colors would have shown up if it had been

nicely colored mountain across the way which

100% sunny!
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The next photo is zoomed in to Okama

on this, the 8th of May, that it is still pretty much

The photo on the facing page is zoomed in to

100% ice-covered. It is certainly beautiful.

show primarily the lake. You can easily see that
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The following photo will be the final one

outlet from this crater, there apparently is one

from this adventure. You may recall that back

– somewhere. Please be sure to notice all of

on page 41 we mentioned that the Goshiki-

the amazing colors that can be seen here. It

gawa (River) carries the acidic Okama waters

seems that such a variety of colors is very

downstream. Although we could not see any

seldom seen.
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As we stated previously, our third and final
visit (so far) to Mt. Zao was on August 12, 2011
when we took a city bus from Yamagata City up
to the end of the bus line at Zao Spa (the 1]
annotation on the map). This Spa, Onsen or
Hot Spring is very famous for its natural hot
water springs, which run through this entire
small town and enter the baths of its many
tourist hotels. We visited 2 different hot springs
on that afternoon – a large outdoor one and a
smaller indoor one. We thoroughly enjoyed
spending quite some time soaking our very tired
bodies after having climbed both Mt. Gassan

and Mt. Chokai (Choukai) during the previous
few days.
Since this small town is situated on the side
of Mt. Zao everything is pretty much either
uphill or downhill from where one departs the
bus station, so if you ever visit this area do not
be surprised that it looks like it could be some
small European Alps mountain town.
We have no photos of the large outdoor hot
spring – there were far too many naked people
enjoying the beautiful wooded area and the hot
pools to be able to take any photos. There are
also signs saying photography is prohibited.
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The above image shows the indoor hot
spring we visited. The name of it is Kawara-yu –
it’s a public bath and you pay via an honor
system. See the white box to the right of the
right hand door? The sign on it says ¥200 for
adults and ¥100 for children and you just drop
your coins in that box. The right side is the
female side and the left side is for males. You’re
probably asking if the entire building is
surrounded by blue sky? The answer is –
certainly not. When we visited here in 2011
there was remodeling in progress on a building
to the right of this bath and there was

scaffolding there, so we carefully magnetic
lassoed the bath building in Photoshop and
inserted it into a new image and we are showing
you this bath without the interruptions of
scaffolds and orange construction area cones
and the like.
The following shot shows the amazingly blue
waters inside of this bath. This is an interesting
bath as the hot water comes up through those
slats in the floor of the bath. The water here
was about 40° Celsius (104° F) according to the
thermometer with its sensor in the water. It was
hot and refreshing.
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The following photo is the final one from

yourself what “Main Street” looks like here. No

this adventure, and the final one for this,

crowds, in fact no people at all. When we visited

Volume 4, of this series of books. This photo

here for viewing “snow monsters” on January 1,

on the facing page shows Kazuya as we were

2006 this place was crawling with people and

approaching the bus terminal to go back to

packed with cars.

Yamagata City. Remember, we said above that

season, it’s now summer and there is no skiing

this place looks like it could be some small

and not even much snow remaining. The best

European Alps mountain town? Well, this next

thing to do here now is either visit the hot

shot is shown to you so that you can see for

springs or climb the mountain.
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website, which is http://danwiz.com. I hope to

We sincerely hope that you are enjoying this

maintain this site as long as I am alive.

series of books. If you would like any further
information about any of these mountains there

Please return for our next adventure in

is a great abundance of it available on the

Volume 5, in which we will share photos and

internet. If you want to e-mail me with specific

stories with you from our several climbs of Mt.

questions you may do so through the link on my

Kumotori, in the Kanto Region of Japan.

THE END
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